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Customer Testimonials


“Clean line arrived promptly and had the sink running in a matter of minutes, with no mess behind. Quentin was friendly and patient answering my questions about how all the equipment/pipes in general work!”  
Keegan Wight
“I called on Monday for an appointment and The technician arrived Thursday. Harsh was on time and did an awesome job! He was very knowledgeable and personable. Clean Line provided prompt service and I would highly recommend them.”  
Ward Kay
“Quinton came quickly to my home and got the job done fast. He was warm, friendly and allowed me to voice my concerns with careful attention. He helped make an unexpected home repair a good experience. I’ll trust them to my future home needs.”  
Jeanette Schmidt
“Brett arrived when scheduled. He was very thorough and made sure that the problem was cleared up before he left. Every time I use Clean Line Sewer & Drain, they never disappoint.”  
Remi Gagnon
“Excellent, timely service. Very knowledgeable and took the time to explain everything. Thanks!”  
Tyler Walsh
“Matt showed up right on time and was super friendly. He got right to the job and cleaned out drain line efficiently. I highly recommend cleanline.ca!”  
Jaspreet Singh
“Our sewer backed up just after Christmas - a fine holiday how-do-you-do. The Clean Line people were out in three hours and were finished in less than an hour. We live in an older neighbourhood with trees and have used them before. They have always been great - prompt and clean up very nicely afterward.”  
Cameron Morrill
“The clean line tech - Stefan - was able to come to our house within the hour as promised. Quickly diagnosed that the issue was main drain blockage. He walked thru the options and said that he would suggest any remedial actions if needed. Soon after the drain blockage was removed he indicated that overall everything was fine - just roots from trees surrounding the property. Very impressed with his professionalism and polite manner.
I would definitely recommend Clean Line Sewer and Drain to anyone who needs this.”  
A Google User
“Did a great job.”  
Domenic Vaccaro
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(204) 788-0777
[email protected]
907 Kapelus Drive, Winnipeg, MB R4A 5A4
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